
Key Security Use Cases for Mobile 
Infrastructure and Services

Executive Summary
Technology evolution and the introduction of 5G presents mobile network operators (MNOs) with the opportunity for a 
profound change in their addressable market segments and the scope of services and value they provide. These new 
capabilities and services are crucial for enabling innovation in all industries, from manufacturing and energy to transport, 
logistics, and healthcare. This promise is profound, but will only materialize if properly secured. Digital innovation in mobile 
networks creates a duality in the role security plays in mobile environments: internal mobile infrastructure security and 
external use-case security and monetization. The Fortinet Security Fabric platform and its components provide MNOs with a 
broad, integrated, and automated security infrastructure for 4G and 5G infrastructure and use cases.

This guide provides an overview of the key security use cases for 4G and 5G infrastructure and services:

nn Radio Access Network (RAN) Security

nn Gi-LAN/N6/PDN Security 

nn Mobile Roaming Security

nn Application Programming Interface (API) Security 

nn Telco Cloud Security

nn Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) Security

nn Security Operations

nn Security Monetization

Security Is Critical to the Success of 5G
5G-enabled use cases will be central to enterprises’ and organizations’ ability to innovate and compete. Their adoption 
depends on the trust, and therefore security, enterprises have in their mobile provider’s 5G services as a key technology and 
service in their transformation and evolution.

Although 5G is the most secure mobile network technology, native 5G security is lacking as the standards focus on the 5G 
network functions and their interworking. Here are some examples:

nn Parts of the 3GPP security recommendations are optional

nn Network level (segmentation, distributed denial-of-service [DDoS], threat propagation) aspects are not covered

nn End-user L7 traffic protection is not covered

nn Cloud infrastructure security is not covered

nn Some inter-provider connectivity security aspects are lacking

nn And more

A summary of the potential exposure points and attack surface for 4G and 5G networks are outlined in the diagram below. 
3GPP standards shortcomings need to be addressed via the deployment of the appropriate security solution as part of an 
overall unified security platform: the Fortinet Security Fabric.
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Fortinet Security Fabric for 4G and 5G Networks and Services
The Fortinet Security Fabric provides a common set of security solutions and tools for end-to-end visibility, analytics, and 
control for 4G and 5G mobile infrastructure, while enabling industry use cases’ security and monetization. This facilitates 
integration and onboarding while keeping operations and management efforts to a minimum, as the same platform is constantly 
used throughout the mobile ecosystem.

The Security Fabric enables 5G-compatible security scalability, performance, and agility via the richness and integration 
of multiple form factors, operational environments, cloud infrastructures, and visibility, network operations centers/security 
operations centers (NOCs/SOCs), and security enforcement tools, as outlined below.

Figure 1: 4G and 5G threat model diagram.

Figure 2: Fortinet Security Fabric for the 5G ecosystem.
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Radio Access Network Security
As mobile network operators build their 5G infrastructure, their radio access network environment consists of a hybrid set of 
Long-Term Evolution (LTE) and 5G New Radio (NR) architectures and technologies that will coexist and interwork for years to 
come. Small cells, hybrid architectures, Radio Access Network (RAN) sharing, and Open RAN (ORAN) are just a few factors 
making 4G and 5G RAN vulnerable to attacks, and therefore a RAN security infrastructure that provides a common set of tools 
applicable to the mix of RAN technologies, architectures, and sharing should be implemented to ensure service availability and 
data integrity.

The Fortinet FortiGate physical and virtual platform implements a security gateway that provides confidentiality and integrity 
for control and user-plane RAN data. The solution increases the radio network availability and service continuity while taking 
advantage of hardware acceleration to attain the required performance:

nn Internet Protocol security (IPsec) tunnel termination and aggregation for eNB and gNB

nn Security segmentation (site-to-site and RAN sharing)

nn 4G and 5G control and user-plane traffic security

nn Secures DU to CU F1 interface

nn GTP-U encapsulated traffic deep inspection

nn Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) firewall, including multi-homing support

nn Secure femtocell connections via untrusted transport

nn Native multitenancy support

nn Predictable high performance for centralized and regional sites

nn Small footprint secure gateway (SecGW) virtual network function (VNF) for energy efficiency and massive scaling

Figure 3: RAN security diagram.
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Gi-LAN/N6/PDN Security 
4G and 5G core connectivity to external packet data networks (PDN), such as the internet and MEC sites, may represent a 
significant part of the potential threats for the MNO, its subscribers and overall value ecosystem. With the growing adoption of 
5G, Internet of Things (IoT), and the cloud, these threats are increasing. 

The Fortinet FortiGate physical and virtual platform Gi/SGi and N6 security has built-in next-generation firewall (NGFW) 
capabilities, Carrier-Grade NAT (CGNAT), and multitenancy. To attain high performance, scalability, and availability, FortiGate 
physical appliances use custom hardware acceleration while the virtual appliances use software acceleration:

nn CGNAT

nn L2-L7 known and unknown threat protection, including secure sockets layer (SSL) inspection

nn Denial-of-service (DoS)/DDoS protection

nn Application control

nn Intrusion prevention 

nn N4/Sxb and N6/SGi session correlation

nn IPsec and SSL VPN support

nn Native multitenancy support

nn High availability

Figure 4: Gi-LAN/N6/PDN security diagram.
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Mobile Roaming Security
With the evolution of 4G, 5G proliferation, and adoption by enterprises, the volumes of both roaming signaling as well as user 
traffic that need to be inspected is increasing and will continue to. And as a roaming partner’s security posture is out of the 
MNO’s control, it is important that the roaming exposure point be secured to protect the home network. 

The Global System for Mobile Communications Association’s (GSMA) Fraud and Security Groups (FASG) have defined various 
areas where roaming security is needed:

nn Prevent overbilling

nn Stop protocol anomaly attacks

nn Stop infrastructure attacks

nn Prevent resource starvation attacks

nn Block information harvesting attempts

FortiGate physical and virtual security platforms provide roaming security for 4G and 5G:

nn General Packet Radio Service Tunneling Protocol (GTP) inspection and firewalling for both control and user-plane traffic

nn IoT roaming awareness

nn 5G Inter PLMN User Plane Security (IPUPS) roaming functionality

nn N4 and N9 session correlation

nn SecGW functionality

FortiWeb physical, virtual, and containerized platforms provide API security for roaming signaling for the hSEPP.

Figure 5: HPLMN roaming security diagram.
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API Exposure Security
Mobile network services and capabilities expose (SCEF in 4G and NEF in 5G) 3GPP services and capabilities to external, trusted, 
and untrusted application functions via a set of APIs. The importance of such exposure is significantly more important in 5G use 
cases and applications where innovation will happen in ecosystems. This exposure point provides external partners, customers, 
and applications the ability to dynamically customize the mobile network’s behavior to meet their dynamic requirements. It is 
therefore of utmost importance that this exposure point be protected.

In 5G MNO interconnection and roaming, control-plane signaling between the home and visited networks is carried out via the 
hSEPP and the vSEPP for SA 5G cores. Although the SEPP provides some security control, it is not protected against API and 
HTTP/2 attacks, so an external layer of protection is therefore required.

FortiWeb physical, virtual, and containerized form factors integrate out-of-the-box policies with an automatically generated 
positive security model policy that is based on the operator’s schema specification to protect against API exploits. FortiWeb also 
protects the service-based architecture (SBA) functions from attacks. Using an advanced multilayered and correlated approach, 
FortiWeb provides complete security from the OWASP Top 10 and many other threats. FortiWeb is positioned to protect SCEF, 
NEF, and hSEPP API exposure points and SBA applications.

Figure 6: API exposure security diagram.
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Telco Cloud Security
As suggested by the name, the telco cloud is focused on the implementation, standardization, and use of cloud 
technologies specifically in telco environments. The telco cloud is all about the implementation of technologies such as 
software-defined networking (SDN), virtualization, API interworking, and development operations (DevOps) in an integrated 
manner to offer a single, seamless service platform.

The adoption of these technologies, methodologies, and tools at the core of MNO networks and services results in an 
expanded attack surface. As a platform for innovations and growth, security must be integrated into the different aspects 
of the telco cloud:

nn Secure the cloud and continuous integration/continuous deployment (CI/CD) infrastructure in MEC, regional/national data 
centers, and the public cloud

nn Detect vulnerabilities and security risks in virtual machines (VMs) and containers prior to deployment

nn Protect application/workloads, traffic, and run time

The Fortinet Security Fabric platform follows the same technology principles that are the foundation of the telco cloud—SDN, 
VNF/cloud-native network function (CNF), openness via APIs, and security operations (SecOps)—implemented with support for 
MNO-specific requirements, and provides the solutions to secure the telco cloud and CI/CD environments:

nn Cloud security posture management

nn Cloud configuration best practices

nn Network, applications, compute, and API security

nn CI/CD pipeline integration

nn Image scanning

nn Security automation

Figure 7: Telco cloud security.
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Figure 8: MEC security diagram.

Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) Security
MEC is required to bring the applications and services as close as possible to the end-user/machine to enable low-latency 
applications and use cases. MEC is multitenant and based on cloud infrastructure and tools, and will host a variety of telco 
and enterprise/partner/third-party applications. The MEC will therefore have RAN user-plane connectivity (S1-U/N3), user-
plane function (PGW/UPF), PDN connectivity (Gi/N6), user-plane-to-control-plane connectivity (S5/N4), networking, compute, 
storage, workloads, and applications.

The presence of the above components and the potential criticality of MEC in delivering enterprise use cases makes it a target 
for threat actors and, therefore, strong security capabilities should be integrated within the MEC ecosystem:

nn Physical and virtual infrastructure (network and compute) security

nn Application and API security

nn Tenant segmentation and demilitarized zones (DMZs)

nn Gi/N6 firewalling and CGNAT

nn User-plane data deep inspection

nn Integration with MEC cloud infrastructure from hyperscalers (AWS, Azure, Google) and telco vendors (OpenStack, K8S)

Fortinet FortiGate and FortiWeb provide the above functionality in physical, virtual, and containerized form factors to secure a 
multitude of MEC-enabled use cases and as part of the overall operator security infrastructure and operations.
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Figure 9: Security operations diagram.

Security Operations
The growing number of connected users and devices, the growing traffic volumes, and the distributed and open nature of 5G 
and the large attack surface it represents will trigger a significant growth in security events. These must be dealt with quickly 
and efficiently as to maintain the 5G network and services available, scalable, and agile. 

Empowering the MNO SOC to deal with the expected growth efficiently and effectively, the following principles must be put in place:

nn End-to-end visibility (network, compute, applications, users)
nn Zero-day attacks protection
nn Decoys to proactively discover lateral movements 
nn Unified events correlation
nn Artificial-intelligence and machine-learning data analysis for events investigation and mitigation 
nn Closed-loop automation

The Fortinet Security Fabric enables effective and efficient security operations at a 5G scale. It enables automation from the 
gathering information stage all the way to threat mitigation at the infrastructure level, as shown below:
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Security Monetization
As operators deploy 5G infrastructure, services, and ecosystems, they look to acquire enterprise customers via the delivery of 
industrial use cases, such as connected factories, private networks, and smart cities. Beyond mobility and connectivity, MNOs 
build the capabilities to deliver value-added services that can drive enterprise penetration, loyalty, and revenue growth.

Delivering security services can help and drive service adoption and revenue in two ways:

nn  Delivering a secure service will raise its value, will increase competitive differentiation, and will reduce churn
nn Delivering security as a value-add, revenue-generating service

The built-in security services within the FortiGate and FortiWeb platforms specifically, and within the Fortinet Security 
Fabric in general, as described in the different use cases outlined in this guide can also serve as a managed security 
platform to secure industry-facing use cases and enable security monetization. For example:

nn FortiGate can protect industrial 5G customers against IoT attacks, signaling storms, and malfunctions.
nn Connected factories can be secured by providing security services to the plant itself, such as malware protection, botnet 
protection, application control, URL filtering, and more. 
nn FortiWeb can deliver application-level security and API-level security for the plant’s industrial applications residing in the 
MEC and to their integration with third-party applications. 
nn FortiGate and FortiWeb can deliver security services as part of a network slice quality of service (QoS).

And with the same FortiGate, FortiWeb, and other Security Fabric components used to secure the 5G infrastructure and 
services, the onboarding and operations of security services delivery to the enterprise customer are rapid and cost-effective.


